Background -Patient self-management plans for asthma use peak expiratory flow (PEF) meter readings for decisions on adjusting asthma treatment. PEF meters have been shown to be inaccurate and the effect of this inaccuracy on such treatment plans has been determined. Methods -PEF measurements were made by 127 severe asthmatic patients at least twice a day for at least two weeks using a mini-Wright meter. The daily variation from "best" PEF and the within day PEF variability were calculated before and after correction for the meter's known inaccuracy. The effect ofthis data correction on the number of days when trigger points were reached for changing asthma therapy was then determined. Results -Continuous PEF readings were available from 114 subjects with a median of 157*5 days of data per subject (range 15-489 days). Correction of the PEF data led to the number of days of satisfactory asthma control being reduced in 72% of subjects with just one subject showing an increase in satisfactory control. Data correction reduced the percentage of total days of satisfactory control from 46% to 36% of days, and increased the days requiring more inhaled steroids from 33% to 36%. The days on which a course of oral corticosteroids was required increased from 16% to 23%. Conclusions -The accuracy ofPEF meters significantly influences the interpretation of currently used asthma self-man- 
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For each subject their "best" PEF was defined as the mean of the five highest PEF recordings made by that patient during the study. The number of patient days where PEF was >70% of best, 51-70% of best, 31-50% of best, and < 30% of best was determined for each subject. These control over the next two weeks, we calculated the number of instances which were at least 14 days apart when a trigger point was reached. The relationship between the mean readings from 40 new mini-Wright meters and the true PEF in 1/min delivered by a pump system' across a range from 60 to 720 1/min was found by the method of least squares with the best fit being given by the following equation:
true peak expiratory flow= 0 0009 x PEF2+0-37306 x PEF+47-4 where PEF was that recorded by the miniWright meter and the residual standard deviation for the fit was 7 11/min. The effect of data correction on the PEF data for our subjects was assessed by using the above equation to obtain "true" or corrected PEF from the original raw data and then determining the number of days when trigger points were reached for the corrected data.
Statistical comparisons were made using non-parametric tests as the data were not normally distributed and a probability of less than 5% was taken as significant.
Results
Of the 127 patients issued with a new miniWright meter a continuous period of at least 14 days of PEF readings was available in 114 (90%), with a median number of continuous days of 157-5 (range 15-489). In the 13 instances where data were unavailable for analysis, refusal to keep accurate records was responsible in 12, although all but two of these said that they did refer to their meter "from time to time". In the other instance the mere act of such a forced expiratory manoeuvre was capable of provoking a hospital admission with acute asthma and thus the physician in charge had recommended a management strategy based upon symptoms alone. When using the raw data 46% of the total 20 150 days of data were deemed to show satisfactory asthma control -that is, PEF greater than 70% of best -but this was reduced to 36% of days following data correction (table  1, fig 2) . The proportion of days on which increased inhaled corticosteroids were indicated was changed from 33% to 36% by data correction, and for courses of oral corticosteroids the change was from 16% to 23% of days. For only 5% of days did PEF fall to levels that would trigger an admission to hospital and this was unchanged by data correction. The shift towards more time being spent in the PEF range requiring increased inhaled or oral corticosteroids was significant Inaccuracies of mini-Wright peak expiratory flow meter Figure 3 shows the effect of data correction on the number of days recorded with certain degrees of within day PEF variability. In our group of subjects, data correction led to a significant shift towards more days with a higher degree of within day PEF variability (p<0-001, X2=161-2, df=6). Figure 3 Total number of days where the within day variability in peak expiratory flow (PEF) was within the specified ranges for the raw(i) and corrected (V) data. Discussion Our analysis has shown that by correcting for the inaccuracy of the mini-Wright PEF meter the timing of the treatment responses to deteriorations in PEF is altered. In addition there is evidence that, if the definition of satisfactory asthma control is the ability to maintain PEF above 70% of best, then the degree of satisfactory control achieved by our sample has been significantly overestimated when using the raw data for analysis. At PEF levels of 70-51% and 50-31% of best PEF, important treatment changes need to be effected, and in up to 61% of our subjects wrong treatment choices or lost opportunities for treatment would occur if the patients used the raw PEF data for making self-management decisions about their asthma. It has been recognised that adherence to asthma self-managernent plans based on PEF measurement significantly improves morbidity,15 although some authors have argued that the improvement in asthma control is achievable with self-management plans based on symptom changes alone. 5 We have shown that responses to changes in the PEF reading would be different if a scale corrected for the inaccuracy of the mini-Wright PEF meter was to be used. Future comparative studies of the two types of self-management plan may change current concepts if PEF meters with corrected scales are used. Earlier intervention in response to changes in PEF may also influence outcome in life threatening attacks of asthma, although the evidence that regular PEF monitoring reduces the risk of death from asthma is conflicting and is largely dependent on physician practices rather than the results of formal clinical trials. In studies where domiciliary PEF monitoring has been used it has consistently shown itself to be a marker of severity,6-0 although that has not always been enough to prevent fatalities even in the most ideal monitoring conditions. Studies on subjects with PEF values all in the low or high range of the meters may give different results from ours, but we believe our subjects to be representative of asthmatics with problematic control who might benefit from PEF monitoring. We cannot extrapolate from this study to state that the outcome of an individual patient's asthma treatment would be altered by the effect of the inaccuracy of the PEF meter. The study necessary to prove this would be extremely large and complex. However, our data indicate that the effect of using a PEF meter with correct readings for our subjects would lead to more treatment being given because the severity of changes in PEF was being underestimated and we believe this is likely to be beneficial.
We conclude that the inaccuracy of the PEF meter may reduce the possible benefit achievable from asthma self-management plans, and correction for this inaccuracy will be an important step in ensuring the best treatment for patients with severe asthma. A major part of the benefit from adopting a self-management plan for asthma is that the treatment is applied in a uniform and equitable way. The fact that the meters currently used have an inaccuracy that affects these plans does not negate their benefit, but in the light of the knowledge that this inaccuracy does have an important effect, it will be necessary to correct the inaccuracy of the meters so that all patients can receive the benefit on an equal basis. Whilst a mathematical correction can be applied, as we have done, this is too cumbersome for individual patients. If a profusion of improved and different scales for PEF meters arises, then any possible improvement in asthma management consequent from the use of more accurate scales would be at the expense of increasing confusion about which scale is truly correct. A single agreed international standard for PEF meter scales is required to resolve this problem. 7
